Faith in Public Life’s
CENSUS RESOURCE HUB

AMBASSADOR SIGN UP
Online English and Spanish
Printable English

NATIONWIDE FAITHFUL CENSUS WEEKEND March 27-29 UPDATED!
Toolkit and Sign Up
- Congregational Announcements
- Social Media Posts
- Sermon Guide
- Relevant Sacred Texts
- Litany on Dignity
  (see Faith Toolkit for Spanish)

GOTC GUIDE FOR MOBILIZING FAITH COMMUNITIES UPDATED!
Toolkit English and Spanish
- Census Taking Stations
- Announcements and Social Media
- Canvassing and Phone Banking

2020 CENSUS FAITH TOOLKIT English and Spanish
- GOTC in Your Community
- Who is Hard to Count
- Talking Points
- Census Sermon Guide
- Litany on Dignity and Justice
- Relevant Sacred Texts
- Important Dates
- Frequently Asked Questions
- Flyers

FAITHFUL CENSUS FLYER English and Spanish and Korean

#FAITHFULCENSUS VIDEO English and Spanish

FAITHFUL CENSUS 101 SLIDES English and Spanish and Korean
- Census 101
- Myths/Facts
- Why this is a faithful issue

SOCIAL MEDIA
Faithful Census Weekend Facebook
Census Pledge Twitter Facebook
Martin Luther King Jr. Day

AMBASSADOR WEBINARS
Nov 14: Preparing for 2020
Jan 22: Ways to GOTC
Feb 27th: Census Taking Stations and Census Online

FAITHFUL CENSUS WEBINARS
- OH - NC - GA - FL
- Latinx Faith Community
- AANHPI Faith Community
- Faith Communities Can Ensure All Communities Are Counted
NEW! What’s at stake for the black community in the 2020 census?

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
Fill out the census here!
Census Bureau COVID-19 Updates
Census Bureau Hotlines
Additional Support Hotlines
How to take the Census Online
Video: Internet Portal Walkthrough
Census Language Guides
Complete Count Committees
Sample Questionnaire (eng/esp)
Everyone Counts: Equipping African American Clergy for a Complete Count
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